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Abstract

Discovering knowledge from data appears as a complex iterative and interactive process containing many steps: understanding the data, preparing the data set, discovering potentially interesting patterns (mining phase), postprocessing of discovered patterns and finally putting the results in use. Different kinds of patterns might be used and therefore different data mining techniques are needed (e.g., association and episode rules for alarm analysis, clusters and decision trees for sales data analysis, inclusion and functional dependencies for database reverse engineering, etc).

This tutorial addresses the challenge of supporting KDD processes following a querying approach. Following Imielinski and Mannila [6], second generation data mining systems might support the whole process by means of powerful query languages. We propose not only a state of the art in that field but also introduce a research perspective, the so-called inductive database framework [3]. It is out of the scope of our presentation to consider coupling architectures between data mining algorithms and database management systems. Instead, we focus on user written queries that capture their needs during a KDD process. The popular association rules mining processes is used to illustrate most of the concepts.

The use of query languages to select data for a mining task seems obvious. However, crucial issues like cleaning, sampling, supporting multidimensional data manipulation or on-line analytical processing queries when preparing a data set are still to be discussed. Indeed, available query languages offer a rather poor support for that. Next, mining phases quite often provide a huge amount of extracted patterns though just a few of them can be of practical interest for the end-user. Within the rule mining domain, one copes with that problem by selecting patterns w.r.t. interestingness measures, objective ones (e.g., confidence [1], J-measure [10], conviction [5]) or subjective ones (e.g., templates [2] or more generally queries). Indeed, it is possible to use standard query languages like SQL3 or OQL to query rule databases and perform typical postprocessing like inclusive/exclusive selection of rules or rule cover computations (elimination of "redundancy"). However, more or less specialized query languages have been
proposed like M-SQL [7] or MINE RULE [8]. These languages enable to select the data, to specify mining tasks and to perform some postprocessing as well. The main ideas concerning query evaluation are considered.

This leads us to the concept of inductive database and general-purpose query languages for KDD applications. An inductive database is a database that in addition to data contains intensionally defined generalizations about the data. Using the simple formalization from [3], it is possible to define query languages that satisfy the closure property, i.e., the result of a query on an inductive database is, again, an inductive database. The whole discovery process can be then be modeled by means of a sequence of queries (on data, on patterns or linking data to patterns). This gives rise to optimization techniques (compiling scheme) for KDD processes. Among others, we demonstrate the possibilities according to a research proposal for a rule-based language [4].

Implementing inductive databases for various classes of patterns is still an open problem. However, the research about association rule mining has demonstrated that a technology (see e.g., [9]) is now available for such a simple but still important class of patterns.
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